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Address Hermann Paus Maschinenfabrik GmbH 
Siemensstr. 1-9 
48488 Emsbüren

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Paus product range for the construction and gala building sector consists of articulated swivel loaders (SL), telescopic (TL) and telescopic-swivel
loaders (TSL) as well as lowered, round and front dump trucks (SMK, among others). They are very popular in the construction industry and with local
authorities due to their enormous manoeuvrability in confined conditions. Lift Technology by Paus supplies inclined trailer lifts for the construction
industry and furniture lifts as well as trailer cranes of the PTK series (PTK 27, PTK 31) and working platforms (GT 16A - 21A). The latest product
development is the Easy 24 WH-M inclined hoist. Compact heavy-duty forklift trucks from the industrial vehicle division are available with both
conventional and electric drive. The industrial vehicle division is supplemented by heavy-duty tractors for e.g. intralogistic transports in steel plants.
Various special vehicle concepts are offered for underground mining. Among other things for passenger transport (the latest development is a
completely electrically driven vehicle MinCa 5.1 E), maintenance, track maintenance and material transport. The range also includes special vehicles
for e.g. rescue or sole milling.
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